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The pro ess of proliferation and dierentiation of stem ells is inherently sto hasti in the sense that the out ome
of ell division is hara terized by probabilities that depend on the intra ellular properties, extra ellular medium,
and ell ell ommuni ation. Despite four de ades of intensive studies, the understanding of the physi s behind
this sto hasti ity is still limited both in details and on eptually. Here, we suggest a simple s heme showing
that the sto hasti behavior of a single stem ell may be related to (i) the existen e of a short stage of de ision
whether it will proliferate or dierentiate and (ii) ontrol of this stage by sto hasti bistability in gene expression
or, more spe i ally, by trans riptional bursts. Our Monte Carlo simulations indi ate that this s heme may
operate if the number of mRNA (or protein) generated during the high-rea tive periods of gene expression is
below or about 50. The sto hasti -burst window in the spa e of kineti parameters is found to in rease with
de reasing the mRNA and/or regulatory-protein numbers and in reasing the number of regulatory sites. For
mRNA produ tion with three regulatory sites, for example, the mRNA degradation rate onstant may hange
in the range 10 %.
PACS: 87.16.-b, 05.40.-a, 05.65.+b
1. INTRODUCTION

Adult stem ells, possessing the ability for selfrenewal and generation of more spe ialized ells, were
rst identied in the hematopoieti (blood-forming)
system in the early 1960s [1℄. Later on, stem ell
ni hes were found to exist in the skin [2℄, gut [3℄ and
brain [4℄ (for general readership, see Ref. [5℄). Despite
four de ades of intensive studies and high urrent interest in potential appli ations in treatment of numerous
severe diseases, tissue engineering, diagnosti purposes,
drug testing, et . [6℄, the understanding of the me hanism(s) of proliferation and dierentiation of stem ells
is still limited both in details and on eptually [7℄.
One of the reasons of on eptual di ulties in this
area is that the pro ess of proliferation and dierentiation of stem ells is inherently sto hasti in the sense
that the out ome of ell division (whether it results in
two stem ell or a stem ell and a dierentiated ell) is
*
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hara terized by probabilities that depend on the intraellular properties, extra ellular medium, and ell ell
ommuni ation. Whether these probabilities are determined by omplex (e.g., haoti ) kineti s, whi h an be
des ribed by deterministi equations, or by sto hasti
kineti s due to a small number of rea tants parti ipating in some of the steps is still not lear.
To illustrate the last point more expli itly, it is instru tive to briey dis uss the models used in des ribing the kineti s of proliferation and dierentiation of
stem ells.
(i) The simplest approa h is based on the use of
xed probabilities for stem- ell self-renewal, dierentiation, and death. The orresponding sto hasti models
have been widely used sin e the mid-60s (see the earliest models [8℄ and re ent reviews [9℄ ontaining numerous relevant referen es). The advantage of this approa h is that it allows one to easily perform analyti al
and numeri al al ulations or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with the various fa tors (e.g., ell ell ommuni ation or aggregation of ells due to adhesion [10℄)
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ompli ating the stem- ell kineti s taken into a ount.
But su h models do not des ribe expli itly what happens inside ells.
(ii) To larify general prin iples of proliferation and
dierentiation, one an represent a ell by a set of nonlinear hemi al rea tions without spe ifying their biohemi al fun tion. This strategy was realized in a series of papers by Kaneko and o-workers [11℄. In their
models, the internal dynami s of a single ell typi ally
exhibits os illations, haos, and/or oexisten e of multiple attra tors, with only one attra tor for randomly
hosen initial onditions. The emphasis is made on
the behavior of an ensemble of ells intera ting via exhange of some of the rea tants. With su h intera tions, the models predi t dierentiation from a stem
ell to other ell types. Thus, dierentiation is essentially onsidered a olle tive feature of stem ells having
internal os illatory dynami s.
(iii) Dierentiation of stem ells was interpreted in
terms of a Boolean network model of geneti regulatory networks [12℄. With pres ribed rules of swit hes
of the gene states, this model predi ts state ir les or
attra tors. Dierentiation is viewed as resulting from
a transient or persistent perturbation that auses a ell
to jump from one attra tor to another attra tor. Although the terminology and mathemati s are here quite
dierent from those in item (ii), the general on ept is
basi ally the same.
(iv) Re ent kineti models tend to utilize ell-spei data (see reviews [9, 13℄). For example, the meaneld kineti models [14, 15℄ are fo used on signal networks, based on the known omponents of epidermal
growth fa tor re eptor signal pathways (this re eptor
is often onsidered to play an important role in proliferation and dierentiation). In su h models, the proliferation or dierentiation events are usually assumed
to o ur if the on entration of some of the rea tants
is higher or lower than the riti al on entration (see,
e.g., Ref. [15℄). Pra ti ally, this means that under xed
external onditions, the fate of a ell is deterministi .
Under transient external onditions, e.g., due to ell
ell ommuni ation, the models are able to des ribe
both proliferation and dierentiation in an ensemble
of ells. (See Refs. [16, 17℄ for a dis ussion of various
aspe ts of bistability in ell signaling.)
In general, the proliferation and dierentiation of
stem ells is usually believed to be related to gene expression. During the past de ade, this pro ess was
theoreti ally analyzed in numerous papers. The orresponding models an be divided into three overlapping
groups, fo used respe tively on (i) general prin iples
of gene expression in luding sto hasti ee ts [1821℄

(see Ref. [22℄ for dire t observation of sto hasti bursts
in protein produ tion during gene expression), (ii) expression of spe i genes [19, 23, 24℄, and (iii) omplex
geneti networks [20; 21; 23; 25℄. Although stem ells
are often mentioned in these studies, the details of how
dierentiation is governed by genes are not dis ussed
there.
Sto hasti ee ts in gene expression are ommon
be ause most genes exist in single or low opy numbers in a ell. The potential importan e of su h effe ts for proliferation and dierentiation of stem ells
is often arti ulated in general dis ussions of these two
pro esses [21; 26℄. But the me hanisti details of the
interplay of sto hasti ity of gene expression and differentiation and the quantitative riteria allowing one
to understand when this interplay is possible remain
vague.
To illustrate the points above expli itly, it is instru tive to briey present typi al examples showing
the state of the art in studying the me hanisms of
dierentiation of spe i ells. We rst mention the
omprehensive proliferation- and dierentiation-related
studies of the gene-expression map in Arabidipsis [27℄.
Despite the analysis of the performan e of 22000 genes
(90 % of the genome), the me hanisms of proliferation
and dierentiation remain hidden in this ase.
Another example is adult rat neural stem ells or,
more spe i ally, adult hippo ampal progenitor ells
growing in ulture [28℄. Under appropriate onditions,
these multipotent ells are able to proliferate and/or
generate neurons and glial ells (astro ytes and oligodendro ytes) daily for at least the rst month of ulture. The relative rates of these pathways are known
to depend on the growth fa tors (highly spe i proteins mostly required in low on entrations (10 9 
10 11 M)) [29℄1) . A detailed analysis [30℄ of the hanges
of gene expression during dierentiation of these ells
is impressive. A lear me hanisti interpretation of the
results obtained is la king, however.
To omplement the theoreti al works des ribed
above and to guide experiments, we suggest (Se . 2)
a simple on eptual s heme showing how sto hasti
bistability in gene expression may result in sto hasti
proliferation and dierentiation of a single ell. In addition, we present (Se . 3) MC simulations of sto hasti
bistability in gene expression in order to quantify some
of the aspe ts of our general dis ussion or, more spe ifi ally, to obtain riteria for larifying the onditions of
1) Dierentiation an be readily observed by immuno ytohemistry, i.e., by dete tion of expression of proteins, spe i
to ea h type of dierentiated ell.
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realization of the s heme suggested. Taken together,
the results in Se s. 2 and 3 extend the on eptual basis for the understanding of the likely role of sto hasti
intra ellular pro esses in proliferation and dierentiation of stem ells and may promote further steps in the
dire tion under onsideration.
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duration of the ell y le. The fate of a ell depends
on whether the level of the gene expression during the
de ision stage is high or low.
If assumptions (i) and (ii) are fullled, the dierentiation rate onstant is given by
kdif

=

kdiv P1 ;

(1)

where kdiv is the division rate onstant, and
2. PROLIFERATION AND DIFFERENTIATION

The fate of stem ells is now believed (see the preeding se tion) to be determined by kineti swit hes
related to gene expression and/or other bio hemi al
rea tions. This general s heme admits various realizations. The s enario dis ussed here is based on two key
assumptions.
(i) The division of a stem ell results in the appearan e of two stem ells or a stem ell and a dierentiated ell. This means that the ell must ome to a
de ision whether it will proliferate or dierentiate. In
our s heme, the de ision stage is assumed to be narrow
ompared with the duration of the ell y le. Physially, it is lear that the de ision an hardly be made
just after the ell birth, be ause the ell should grow after the birth, with the onditions inside the ell rapidly
hanging during this phase. Therefore, the internal and
external ontrol of the ell fate annot be robust. The
de ision an also hardly be made just before the ell division, be ause the ell needs time in order to develop
the ma hinery orresponding to the birth of either two
stem ells or a stem ell and a dierentiated ell. Thus,
the de ision is expe ted to be made somewhere in the
middle of the ell y le2) .
(ii) The de ision whether to proliferate or dierentiate is assumed to be related to the sto hasti expression
of one of the genes. In parti ular, the protein synthesized due to the a tivity of this gene is onsidered to
govern the performan e of a few other genes ontrolling
the ell fate. Spe i ally, the gene is assumed to operate in the sto hasti bistable regime and to exhibit
sequential periods of high and low expression (trans riptional bursts) due to positive feedba k between
the messenger ribonu lei a id (mRNA) and protein
produ tion and a small number of mRNA and/or protein. These periods are assumed to be omparable to
or somewhat longer than the duration of the de ision
stage and a ordingly mu h shorter ompared to the
2)
We note that the proliferation, e.g., of dierentiated mammalian ells is ontrolled by regulating the progression through
the G1 phase and entry into the S phase [31℄. There are also
indi ations that this is an early period in dierentiation of stem
ells [31℄.

P1

=

1

1 + 2

is the probability that the gene is in state 1 orresponding to dierentiation (1 and 2 are the respe tive average durations of the gene a tivity periods orresponding to dierentiation and proliferation). For the proliferation rate onstant, we have
kpr

where

P2

=1

=

kdiv P2 ;

P1

=

2
1 + 2

(2)

is the probability that the gene is in state 2 orresponding to proliferation.
We note that Eqs. (1) and (2) do not imply that a
ell should somehow measure probabilities P1 and P2 .
Instead, for ea h given ell, the orresponding sto hasti pro ess of gene expression o urs, and the ell fate
depends on realization of this pro ess. The probabilities P1 and P2 and the rate onstants kdif and kpr
are introdu ed for an ensemble of stem ells. In reality, these probabilities and rate onstants may depend
on the ell on entration if the gene expression and/or
other related intra ellular pro esses are inuen ed by
ommuni ation between ells.
In general, a stem ell may generate spe ialized ells
of two or more types (e.g., a neural stem ell may generate neurons and glial ells). In su h ases, a stem
ell is expe ted to make two or more de isions. The
rst de ision, e.g., should dis riminate between proliferation and dierentiation, and if dierentiation is the
hoi e, the se ond de ision has to dis riminate between
two types of the dierentiated ell.
The spe ial feature of the s enario outlined above is
that the average rate of expression of the gene(s) ontrolling proliferation and dierentiation of a stem ell
may be the same as that in dierentiated ells. In addition, the sto hasti bursts in gene expression may be
generated only during a part of the ell y le in luding the de ision stage. This may hinder identi ation
of the me hanism of dierentiation and simultaneously
explain why the identi ation of the genes responsible
for dierentiation is often di ult.
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Although the s enario suggested is simple, to our
knowledge, it was not expli itly dis ussed in detail in
the literature. In this ontext, it is of interest to larify how low the number of mRNA or protein should be
in order to realize the s enario above and whether this
number depends on the details of the regulation of the
gene a tivity. The answers to these questions are given
in the next se tion.
3. STOCHASTIC BISTABILITY IN GENE
EXPRESSION

Expression of the information en oded in DNA is
known [32℄ to o ur via a templated polymerization
alled trans ription, in whi h the genes (segments of
the DNA sequen e) are used as templates to guide
the synthesis of shorter mole ules of RNA. Later on,
many of these mole ules (or, more spe i ally, messenger RNA) serve to dire t the synthesis of proteins on
ribosomes. The whole pro ess of gene expression an be
regulated at all steps. In parti ular, the gene trans ription, performed by RNA polymerase, is often ontrolled
by master regulatory proteins. In the ase of positive
feedba k between the mRNA and protein produ tion,
the gene expression may exhibit bistability [19℄. (For
the general dis ussion of various aspe ts of bistability
in ellular systems with emphasis on ell signaling, see
Ref. [16℄.)
In our treatment, we analyze the situation where
the gene has a few regulatory sites. The mRNA (R)
produ tion rate is onsidered to be high if all the regulatory sites are o upied by the protein (P ). In this
ase, the generi mean-eld equations for the R and P
numbers are given by ( f., e.g., Ref. [19℄)
dNR
dt

=

k0 + k 1
dNP
dt



=



NP
KP

n

+ NP

ks NR

kP NP ;

kR NR ;

there are indi ations that the ell dierentiation does
o ur with parti ipation of autoa tivating trans ription
fa tors like GATA-3 with n = 2 [19℄.
To illustrate the sto hasti kineti s exhibiting trans riptional bursts, we fo us our attention on the ase
where NR is relatively small. To keep the analysis as
simple as possible, (i) NP is onsidered to be large, (ii)
the protein atta hment to and deta hment from mRNA
are assumed to be rapid, and (iii) the protein formation and degradation are assumed to be rapid as well.
Conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that the ee t of the
protein on the gene trans ription an be des ribed in
the mean-eld approximation even if NR is small. Conditions (i) and (iii) guarantee in turn that NP is lose
to a steady state, i.e.,
NR

where k0 and k1 are the rate onstants of the basal
and protein-regulated gene trans ription (n is the number of regulatory sites, KP is the protein asso iation
disso iation onstant, and (NP =(KP + NP ))n is the
probability that all the regulatory sites are o upied by
P ), ks is the rate onstant of protein synthesis, and kR
and kP are the respe tive rate onstants of the mRNA
and protein degradation.
Equations (3) and (4) predi t bistability if n  2.
Our al ulations below are performed for n = 2 or 3.
These lowest values of n are most natural. In addition,

P

NP ;

s

both in the mean-eld and sto hasti regimes (the validity of this statement was veried and onrmed by
independent MC simulations). Substituting this relation between NR and NP in Eq. (4) yields
dNR
dt

=

k0 + k1

where

K



P

NR
KP + NR

=



n

kR NR ;

(5)

KP kP
:
ks

To study u tuations, we perform MC simulations
of the kineti s orresponding to Eq. (5). Spe i ally,
we use the standard MC algorithm [33℄ based on al ulation of the total rea tion rate. In our ase (Eq. (5)),
there are two parallel pro esses, the mRNA produ tion
and degradation, running with the rates

(3)

(4)

 kk

W1

and

=

k0 + k1

W2

=



NR
KP + NR



n

kR NR :

The total rate of these pro esses is
Wt

=

W1 + W2 :

For a given number of mRNA, we generate a random
number  (0 <   1) and exe ute one of the possible pro esses (i.e., in rease or de rease NR by one)
if  < W1 =Wt and  > W1 =Wt , respe tively. After
ea h MC trial, time is in reased by j ln j=Wt , where 
(0 <   1) is another random number.
The time s ales hara terizing elementary bio hemi al pro esses inside ells are about a minute or shorter.
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Rates of the mRNA produ tion W1 (thi k line)
and degradation W2 (thin lines), as fun tions of NR
for n = 2, k1 = 60 min 1 , KP = 15, and kR = 0:702,
0:9, and 1:04 min 1
Fig. 1.
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In ontrast, the time s ale of division of stem ells is
typi ally about one day. Taking these restri tions on
the time s ales into a ount, we use kR  1 min 1 in
our simulations (kR is onsidered to be the governing
parameter). The onstants k1 and KP are hosen in
order to ensure bistability with a relatively small number of mRNA. Typi ally, k1 is sele ted to be appre iably larger than unity. The dependen e of the results
of simulations on k0 is weak. To be spe i , we set
k0 = 0:01k1 in all the examples. The duration of the
MC runs is 2000 min (this value is omparable to or
somewhat longer than the time s ale of the division of
stem ells). We note that although the parameter values indi ated above and hosen below are biologi ally
reasonable, the orresponding values are in reality distributed in a wide range (due to the diversity of ells)
and a ordingly may of ourse be both smaller and/or
larger.
Figure 1 shows the mRNA produ tion and degradation rates as a fun tion of NR in the ase of two
regulatory site (n = 2). The produ tion rate is alulated for k1 = 60 min 1 and KP = 15. The
degradation rate is shown for kR = 0:702, 0.9, and
1:04 min 1 . The values kR = 0:702 and 1.04 min 1
orrespond to the boundaries of the bistability window. The value kR = 0:9 min 1 is nearly at the
middle of the bistability window. With these parameters, the steady-state numbers of mRNA are low.
Typi ally, NR is about 30 for the high-a tive geneexpression regime and NR is about 5 for the low-a tive
regime. Although the bistability window is relatively

0

500

1000

1500

2000

TIME; min

The number of mRNA as a fun tion of time
for kR = 0:85 (a), 0:90 (b), and 0:95 ( ) min 1 . The
other parameters are as in Fig. 1. The initial mRNA
number is 25

Fig. 2.

wide (0:702  kR  1:04 min 1 ), the sto hasti osillations with transitions between the high- and lowa tive regimes an be observed at t  2000 min only
for 0:85  kR  0:95 min 1 , as shown in Fig. 2. Outside the last window, the model predi ts either high- or
low-a tive regime at t  2000.
To illustrate what happens for higher values of NR
during the high-a tive regime, we keep n = 2 and use
k1 = 180 min 1 and KP = 45. For these parameters,
the dependen e of the mRNA produ tion and degradation rates on NR is similar to that shown in Fig. 1
ex ept that the range of the values on the horizontal
axis is to be extended to 105. The NR number for the
high-a tive regime is about 90. The bistability window (0:702  kR  0:104 min 1 ) is the same as in
the previous ase. But the sto hasti os illations with
transitions between the high- and low-a tive regimes
an now be observed at t  2000 min in a very narrow
range of the kR values (from 0.93 to 0.95 min 1 ). Typi al kineti s generated inside and outside this range
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Fig. 4.
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for n = 2, k1 = 180 min 1 , KP = 45, kR = 0:92 (a),
0:94 (b), and 0:98 ( ) min 1 . The initial mRNA number is 75

Fig. 3.

of kR are presented in Fig. 3.
Figure 4 shows the dependen e of the mRNA produ tion and degradation rates on NR in the ase of
three regulatory sites (n = 3). The produ tion rate
is al ulated for k1 = 50 min 1 and KP = 10. The
degradation rate is shown for kR = 0:360, 0.660, and
0:766 min 1 . With these parameters, NR is about
40 for the high-a tive gene-expression regime. The
sto hasti os illations with transitions between the
high- and low-a tive regimes are observed (Fig. 5a )
at t  2000 min for 0:58  kR  0:72 min 1
(this means that inside the sto hasti -burst window,
the mRNA degradation rate onstant is hanged in
the range 10 %). The probability of the high-a tive
regime as a fun tion of kR is exhibited in Fig. 5d.
If we keep n = 3 and use k1 = 150 min 1 and
KP = 30, the dependen e of the mRNA produ tion
and degradation rates on NR is similar to that in Fig. 4
ex ept that the range of the values on the horizontal
axis must to be extended to 135. With these param-

eters, the sto hasti os illations with transitions between the high- and low-a tive regimes are not observed
at t  2000 min (see Fig. 6).
Comparing the results in Figs. 4 and 5 with those
in Figs. 1 and 2, we on lude that with in reasing n
from 2 to 3, the bistability and sto hasti -burst windows be ome appre iably wider. With a further inrease in n (e.g., up to 5), the bistability window an
easily be in reased. The sto hasti -burst window an
also be in reased, but only slightly. For the mRNA
produ tion with ve regulatory sites, for example, the
mRNA degradation rate onstant an be hanged in the
range 13 % [34℄. For the onventional Hill expression
for the protein-regulated gene-trans ription rate (this
model implies ooperative asso iation of P with regulatory sites), the results are similar [34℄. In both ases
(for the expression in Eq. (5) and for the Hill expression), further in rease of the sto hasti -burst window
is possible with de reasing the R and/or P numbers.
If, e.g., n = 5, the maximum R number is about 20 and
the mRNA degradation rate onstant an be hanged
in the range 15 % [34℄.
Finally, it is appropriate to note that the sto hasti bistable kineti s an be s rutinized by al ulating
the distribution of the numbers of rea tants (see, e.g.,
re ent simulations in [35℄ and the referen es therein).
For the kineti s exhibiting bursts, the distribution is
well known to be bimodal. Using su h distributions
allows ompa tifying the presentation of results. However, from the standpoint of the understanding of the
likely ee ts of the trans riptional bursts on dierentiation of stem ells, it is mu h more instru tive (es-
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for kR = 0:62 (a), 0:66 (b), and 0:70 ( ) min 1 ). The
other parameters are as in Fig. 4 (the initial mRNA
number is 25). Panel (d) shows the probability of the
high-a tive gene-expression regime as a fun tion of kR
for these parameters (ea h data point used to onstru t
the urve was obtained by using 5 MC runs exe uted
up to t = 2000 min)

Fig. 5.

pe ially for general readership) to expli itly show the
trans riptional kineti s.

We have proposed a simple s heme showing that
the sto hasti behavior of a single stem ell may be
related to (i) the existen e of a short stage of de ision whether it will proliferate or dierentiate and (ii)
ontrol of this stage by sto hasti bistability in gene
expression. Our MC simulations of gene expression
with positive feedba k between the mRNA and protein produ tion indi ate that this s heme an be realized if the number of mRNA (or protein) generated
during the high-rea tive periods of gene expression is
below or about 50. For the simplest models of gene
expression, the sto hasti -burst window in the spa e of
kineti parameters is found to be not too wide, however. For example, the mRNA degradation rate onstant may be hanged in the range narrower than or
about 15 %. Thus, one may question the plausibility
of the suggested me hanism for ell fate determination,
be ause it depends riti ally on the values of the rate
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onstants. For example, ks depends on the number of
ribosomes, and this parameter alone ould easily vary
by a fa tor of 2 or more. But this variation is primarily
related to the growth of a ell. Spe i ally, the number
of ribosomes in reases simultaneously with the in rease
in the ellular volume. This results in the de rease of
the mRNA on entration, whi h in turn ompensates
the in rease in the number of ribosomes. Thus, the situation is not so dramati as one ould expe t. On the
other hand, the hanges related to the ellular growth
may of ourse inuen e the sto hasti bistability of the
gene expression. For the appli ability of the proposed
me hanism of dierentiation, the sto hasti bursts in
gene expression should be generated during the de ision stage at least. At the late stages, the bursts may
disappear (if this is the ase, the identi ation of the
me hanism of dierentiation may be ompli ated).
Con erning the robustness of the suggested s heme
of the ell-fate determination, it is also appropriate to
note that our analysis of sto hasti bistability in gene
expression is fo used on the generi situation where the
positive feedba k between the mRNA and protein produ tion o urs due to a few sites regulating the mRNA
produ tion. In more spe i situations, e.g., with additional steps in protein pro essing and/or the interplay
of two or more genes (for relevant mean-eld models,
see [16, 36℄ and the referen es therein), the sto hasti burst window may perhaps be wider and if this is the
ase, it may help to realize the s heme under onsideration.
To relate our analysis to experiments, we repeat ( f.
Se . 2) that the spe ial feature of the suggested s enario
is that the average rate of expression of the gene(s) ontrolling proliferation and dierentiation of a stem ell
may be the same as that in dierentiated ells. In addition, the sto hasti bursts in gene expression may be
generated only during a part of the ell y le in luding the de ision stage. This may hinder identi ation
of the me hanism of dierentiation. Con erning more
onstru tive predi tions, we note, e.g., that the degradation of proteins usually o urs in spe ial ompartments alled lysosomes [32℄. Thus, the orresponding
rate onstant (in Eq. (4)) is proportional to the ratio of
the volume of lysosomes and the ell volume. Taking
into a ount that the duration of the trans riptional
bursts depends on this rate onstant, one an try to
study orrelations between this ratio (or other kineti
parameters in Eqs. (3) and (4)) and the dierentiation probabilities. Although the observation of su h
orrelations annot guarantee that the me hanism suggested is operative, it might be interpreted in favor of
the me hanism.

Finally, we an arti ulate that sto hasti ee ts in
gene expression are ommon be ause most genes exist
in a single or low opy numbers in a ell. Although the
likely importan e of su h ee ts for proliferation and
dierentiation of stem ells has often been emphasized
in general dis ussions of these two pro esses (see the
Introdu tion), the orresponding me hanisti s hemes
illustrating in detail how the system may operate are
la king. We have tried to s rutinize this problem.
Our analysis is spe ulative. The results obtained
nevertheless make it possible to deeper understand the
type of di ulties en ountered here and to take further
steps to larify the interplay between sto hasti gene
expression and ell dierentiation.
This work is a part of the FP6-proje t STREP
NANOCUES (Nanos ale surfa e ues to steer ellular
biosystems), funded by the European Commission, and
is partially funded by the Chalmers Bios ien e Program, the Swedish S ien e Coun il, and the Foundation
for Strategi Resear h.
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